Myocardial blood flow measurements in rats with simple pulsing contrast echocardiography.
Relationship between contrast intensity and ultrasound (US) pulsing interval has been utilized to quantify myocardial blood flow (MBF) during myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE). We tested if an MCE method employing a simple pulsing sequence during intravenous contrast infusion has the ability to quantify MBF in rats. We performed MCE in 17 rats using a 5- to 12-MHz broadband transducer during microbubble infusion via the femoral vein. Acoustic density (AD) from the anterior wall of the left ventricle imaged in the short axis plane was plotted against the frame number after shortening the pulsing interval (PI) from 1:20 to 1:1 end-systolic ECG gating. The relation between AD and frame number was fitted to a decay function. The rate of the AD decay was decreased during dipyridamole infusion, but was increased by causing coronary stenosis. The AD during long PI imaging remained unchanged during the interventions. Estimated MBF by MCE after correction by heart rate exhibited a close correlation (r = 0.83) with the present "gold standard" of colored microsphere-derived MBF. Thus, the decay rate of the contrast intensity obtained with the high-frequency transducer after abrupt shortening of PI during intravenous microbubble infusion may provide for noninvasive measurement of MBF in rats.